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Online recommendation value

● Netflix: 2/3 of the movies watched are recommended

● Amazon: 35% sales from recommendations

● Choicestream: 28% of the people would buy more 

music if they found what they liked.

● Google News: recommendations generate 38% more 

clickthrough



Open Food System

● the structuring of digital recipe data on a universal rich 
data format;

● the offer of recipe recommendations and 
personalised menus;

● communication with automated domestic appliances and 
physical measurement devices;

● connect a global community of cooking enthusiasts.



Data-driven approach

Lessons from Amazon, Google, Netflix, etc:

1. Start with an hypothesis

2. Design a test

3. Execute the test

4. Let data speak for itself



Offline/Online testing process



Offline testing

● Optimize algorithms offline

● Measure model performance examining:
○ Precision, recall, MAP, covering, ...

● Offline performance used to make informed 

decisions on follow-up A/B tests



Offline testing: in the following

● Focus on top-n recommendations

● Analysing explicit (ratings) or implicit 

interactions (number of interactions)

● Following performance evaluation in terms of 

precision and diversity



Standard Methods



CF: Association rules (bigrams)
● Identify couple of products frequently consumed together
● Generate rules from these couples if they have minimum 

levels of confidence

● Scan target user's items and use rules to discover 
potential suggestions, using confidence to rank N best

● Fast to implement and execute (e.g. Apriori algorithm)



Collaborative filtering: memory-based
● Based on similarity measures between users and items in 

terms of cosine distance or Pearson correlation

● User-item scores calculated from the k nearest neighbors
● Good enough performance for general-purpose problems



CF memory-based / user-based
1. Calculate the similarity between the target user and the 

other users.
2. Identify set of k users most similar to the target user.
3. For each item these users consumed and the target has 

not consumed, compute a score averaging the ratings 
from these similar users (weighted by sim.)

4. Based on this score recommend a set of top N items.



Score aggregation

 



CF memory-based / item-based
1. Select a target item i and select the k items most similar 

to i rated by the target user.
2. Generate a score averaging the ratings from the target 

user weighted by the similarity of each of these items.
3. Based on this score recommend a set of top N items.



Score aggregation

 



Social Filtering



Social Filtering
General Framework that generalizes:
- CF memory-based
- Locality CF memory based (Asymmetric Cosine)
- Association Rules (bigrams)

Idea:
- Compute different similarities
- Vary the neighborhood before aggregate scores



Strategy: define neighborhood



Strategy: compute several similarities 

- Support-based
- Confiance-based
- Cosine user-based
- Cosine item-based
- Asymmetric cosine
- Asymmetric confidence
- Jaccard
- ...



Support similarity



Confidence similarity

Bigrams: confidence similarity and neighborhood defined by the most similar item



Asymmetric Confidence similarity



Jaccard similarity



Advantages

- Allow exploration of several similarities at once, using 

the same projected graph

- Allows for explicit social network recommendations

- Social recommendation using explicit social network

- And tools from social network analysis, such as 

community detection (Louvain, Local methods, ...)



Evaluation on KI dataset



KI Dataset



Results



Results



Perspectives



Perspectives

● Combine different algorithms with ensemble 
methods

● Combine different inputs, namely navigation 
interactions

● Integrate the time-dimension to the 
recommender system, e.g. switch from one 
algorithm to another as a function of t
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Collaborative filtering: model-based
● Matrix factorization techniques (SVD, NMF, …) to discover 

latent properties from users and items.

● Good results (particularly for rating prediction), but relative 
slower and more costly in memory.



Evaluation on literature datasets



Standard datasets from the literature



Designing and Improving a 
Recommender System


